21st November 2016

Philip Bangerter joins Whittle Consulting as GM Australasia, based in Brisbane.

Philip is a Mineral Process Engineer by training, with operations and commissioning experience in Mineral Sands, coal and base metals, and having spent 15 years with Hatch in project management, technical sales and technology commercialisation.

Whilst bringing client management and technical skills to the company, his passion is Sustainability in Mining, having been a key participant in the Cooperative Resource Centre for Sustainable Resource Processing (CSRP), within which he co-developed the SUSOP® approach which can be integrated into Whittle Consulting’s Enterprise Optimisation studies.

"The Whittle Consulting approach to Integrated Strategic Planning brings SUSOP® into the long-term planning process, providing an ideal framework for cross-functional cooperation to help mining projects and operations achieve not only outstanding economic performance, but solid sustainability outcomes too.” says Phillip.

Based in Brisbane, but covering Australasia, Philip will be helping mining companies access the education, services, software and implementation support provided by Whittle Consulting and their key alliance partners (Dassault Systeme GEOVIA suppliers of the Whittle software package, JKTech, CRC Ore) and liaising with Austrade/METS Ignited to help propagate Australian innovation worldwide.
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